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Stefan Gagne, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 152 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.The digital universe of Netwerk. Thousands of
servers, millions of living Programs (the evolutionary descendents of Apps) living in relative
disharmony as one massive social network. It s home to individuals seeking love, happiness,
madness, trolling, order, stability, lawlessness, anonymity, individually, community, and everything
in between. Binary people making binary decisions. But life is what happens between Zero and One.
Life happens within the floating point decimals. For Spark and Tracer, children of their mentor
more than their mother, that life is largely focused on determining who murdered their beloved
teacher Verity. Backspacers, data corruption, code crashing malware, there are many ways to kill a
Program. but not many ways to determine what Program pulled the trigger. That journey to find
the culprit, striking out with vigilante justice on the dangerously unchecked elements of Netwerk s
chaos along the way, has led them now to a strange conclusion: the murder is rooted in the mystery
of the world s origins. And as that world sinks into malware-induced madness, they must determine
the true purpose of the killer...
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This composed pdf is great. It usually will not cost too much. I am very easily can get a pleasure of reading a composed book.
-- Luis K lein-- Luis K lein

I actually started out looking at this publication. it was actually writtern really perfectly and useful. Its been written in an extremely simple way and it is only
soon after i finished reading through this pdf by which really modified me, change the way i really believe.
-- B r ea nna  K er luke-- B r ea nna  K er luke
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